Who is using Jenkins?

Many companies, open source projects and other organisations use Jenkins. Here are just a few of them.

There are far too many Jenkins users to list them all here, but if you’re using Jenkins somewhere interesting, you can add a link in the appropriate category below, or get in touch. Wherever possible, rather than linking to a company website, we try and link to publicly-accessible Jenkins instances, articles or presentations showcasing the various ways that people use Jenkins.

Companies

- 4Linux
- Alcatel-Lucent
- Amadeus
- Atmel
- Avid
- Basis Tecnologia da Informação S.A.
- BCZ.com
- Bigpoint
- bol.com
- Capita
- ChallengePost
- CloudBees
- Cloudera
- Dell
- Deutsche Telekom
- DXC
- eBay
- Elektrobit Automotive GmbH
- EMC
- Etsy
- Gilt Groupe
- Facebook (via Harpreet Singh)
- Fidelity Investments
- Full Circle Solutions
- GitHub
- HootSuite
- Intuit
- ITA Software (Google)
- KWICK! Community
- L&T Technology Services
- Liferay
- LinkedIn
- Lookout, Inc. (via Unknown User (rtyler))
- Lusini
- Lutron
- Michelin
- Motorola Mobility (Google)
- NASA
- Netflix
- Nintendo
- NNH
- Nokia Siemens Networks
- Nuinno
- Odigo
- Parametric Technology Corporation
- POR from MIMOS
- Salesforce.com
- Shanon Inc
- Software AG
- Sony
- SpaceX
- Stellgent
- Thales
- TupiLabs
- Tumblr
- UK Government
- UZA (University Hospital of Antwerp)
- verit
- Yahoo!
- and plenty more...

Open Source Projects
Publicly-accessible

- ADempiere
- AngularJS
- Apache
- Bazaar
- cocos2d-x
- coreboot
- ConfigureMe/DistributeMe/MoSKito
- Creative Commons
- CyanogenMod
- Django CMS
- Doom Port Build Service
- Eclipse Foundation
- Eclipse Communication Framework
- eXo platform
- FLOW3
- Freeswitch
- GNU Radio
- Grml
- iceScrum
- JBoss
- Jenkins
- JMRI
- JRuby
- KDE
- Linaro
- Mahara
- Mockito
- Mozilla
- Melati
- Nuxeo
- OpenQuake
- OpenSUSE
- Osmocom
- Pentaho
- Piwik
- Plone
- PODAM
- Pylons Project
- Saiku
- Scala-Tools
- Shopizer
- SQLAlchemy
- SQLAlchemy-migrate
- Tapestry 5 modules breadcrumbs + tagselect
- tap4j
- Tine 2.0
- Tupilabs
- Twitter4J
- TYPO3
- Ubuntu
- UTGB (University of Tokyo Genome Browser) Toolkit
- Wicket Stuff
- Zikula

Private instances

- Evolvis
- Fusionforge
- Icinga
- Joomla
- OpenJDK 7 for OS/X
- Openstack
- sipprovider CE
- StrategiesWDK
- EuPathDB Bioinformatics Resource Center

Jenkins hosting providers

- CloudBees

Everyone else...

- Searching Google turns up many more public Jenkins instances.